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Using the MAP 
Learning Continuum

What is the Learning Continuum?

•Helps teachers identify skills and concepts students 
are ready to learn

•Helps teachers create flexible groupings and 
differentiate instruction

•Helps teachers identify teaching resources through 
Khan Academy and Lexile scores
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How to Access:

Under VIEW REPORTS, select MAP 
Reports. Then select Learning Continuum.

Class View vs Test View

Class View

• Shows which skills and concepts 
students in a particular class 
need to develop

• Allows teachers to organize 
students into flexible skills-
based activity groups

Test View

• Shows which skills and concepts 
to reinforce, develop, and 
introduce for students in each 
RIT band

• Allows teachers to scaffold 
instruction for all students
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Accessing Class View

• Under Class View, 
select your:
• School

• Instructor

• Class

• Test

• Select View Report

Viewing a Goal and Sub-Goals

• Click on the Sub-Goal 
you would like to 
explore:
• e.g., Geometric 

Measurement and 
problem solving

TIP:  To print learning 
statements, open the sub-
goal you would like to print 
and select Print.  Printed 
copies will become outdated 
as Learning Continuum is 
updated, so always refer to 
the online version for the 
latest updates.

Goal

Sub-Goal
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Determine What Students are Ready to Learn

• The Learning Continuum 
groups students in your 
class by what they know 
and what they are ready 
to learn.

TIP:  Click on a specific RIT 
band to see it along with 
adjacent RIT bands in isolation.  
Click on a specific student’s 
name to see just that student.

TIP:  To search sub-goals, press 
Ctrl+F.

Accessing Test View

• From MAP Reports, 
Select Learning 
Continuum.

• Under Test View, 
select the test your 
are interested in.

TIP:  Test View is located under Class View on the Learning 
Continuum page.
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Viewing a Goal and Sub-Goals

• Click on the Sub-Goal 
you would like to 
explore:
• e.g., Geometric 

Measurement and 
problem solving

Viewing a Goal and Sub-Goals

• Select a RIT band
• e.g., if the median RIT 

score in your class is 
172, select the 171-
180 RIT band.

TIP:  Select Edit Display 
Options to Group by Topic
or Group by Standard:

Topic
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Viewing a Goal and Sub-Goals

The Learning Continuum 
organizes each test’s 
learning statements into 
3 columns:

• Introduce

• Develop

• Reinforce

Topic

Viewing a Goal and Sub-Goals

Reinforce shows skills 
and concepts where 
students show more 
independence, though 
they may need 
reinforcement to build 
consistent proficiency 
and confidence.
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Viewing a Goal and Sub-Goals

Develop shows the skills 
and concepts students 
in a given RIT range are 
ready to learn (their 
zone of proximal 
development).

Viewing a Goal and Sub-Goals

Introduce shows the 
skills and concepts 
students may be able to 
learn with additional 
scaffolding or pre-
teaching.
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Four Ways to Impact Teaching with 
Learning Continuum
1. Set goals with students:  Help students set learning goals by using 

Class View to find the skills and concepts students are ready to 
learn next.

2. Tailor lessons to student needs:  When preparing to teach a topic, 
use Class View to identify learning statements students are 
prepared to learn.  You can tailor your lesson to students in lower 
RIT bands by using learning statements that appear next to them.  
Likewise, you can use learning statements in higher RIT bands to 
teach students ready for more challenge.

Four Ways to Impact Teaching with 
Learning Continuum
3. Create flexible groups for instruction:  Use Class View to find 

students clustered in the same RIT band or adjacent RIT bands.  
These students can be brought together in flexible groups for 
differentiated instruction.

4. Choose classroom materials:  Use Class View with Skills Navigator 
to create instruction level appropriate “missions” for students.  Use 
Khan Academy Resources by RIT to identify exercises appropriate to 
students’ learning levels.  Identify books at an appropriate reading 
level for students using Lexile resources.

https://support.nwea.org/khanrit

